**Cold Thermogenesis**

Cold thermogenesis, or the generation of heat through exposure to cold, has become popular recently, or as popular as something like this can become. What’s the reality and how much is hype behind cold thermogenesis?

**How cold thermogenesis works**

Cold thermogenesis is the production of body heat during and after the body has been exposed to cold. The body must produce heat when exposed to cold, since all physiological and biochemical systems are designed to work at an optimal temperature, around 37° C. or 98.6° F.

In extreme cases, it’s a matter of survival.

There are two ways the body uses to increase the metabolic rate and produce heat: one is through the muscles and shivering, the other is through the activation of brown fat.

Brown fat is a metabolically active form of adipose (fat) tissue. The majority of fat tissue in adults is white adipose tissue, which is relatively metabolically inactive. Until recently, it was thought that only infants and children carry substantial amounts of brown fat, but it’s been discovered that adults have it as well. Cold exposure activates brown fat.

In people who have brown fat, or enough of it to be detectable, cold exposure causes an increase in the metabolic rate.

Exposure to an air temperature of 19 C. (66 F.) while wearing light clothing (t-shirt and underwear) caused an approximately 30% rise in energy expenditure – basal rate was 1446 calories a day, and this increased by 410 calories. The BAT (brown adipose negative) group rise was only about 40 calories.
If this increased energy expenditure were to be repeated often enough, large amounts of calories would be burned. But to burn an extra 400 calories a day, presumably you’d have to sit in a cold room in your underwear 24 hours a day.

Water has a high heat capacity, higher than air, meaning that in cold exposure, water will make the body colder in less time than air. Cold water exposure is therefore a more efficient way to cool the body; it’s also more efficient at killing people at extreme temperatures than air. (Allegedly, a pilot who ditched in the North Sea during WW2 had only a minute or two to get out of the water before he died.)

So, what happens to people in cold water exposure? Immersion of the entire body, with head out, in water of 20 C. (68 F.) causes a near doubling (93%) in the metabolic rate. If that were continued over 24 hours, that might mean 1500 more calories burned.(2)

Exposure to cold water at 14 C. (57 F.) ramped up the metabolic rate by 350%, or 4.5 fold. That’s the equivalent of an extra 6750 calories daily, or around 280 calories an hour.

Cold showers

Cold showers have the potential to treat depression, chronic fatigue, and possibly even cancer, through their effects on the immune system. Cold showers will not be as effective as complete immersion in cold water for raising the metabolic rate, but they offer a reasonably good alternative.

I take a cold shower daily. I recently (November) measured the temperature of the water in my shower, and it was 66 F. (19 C.) That temperature feels cold enough when you first step into it, but you get used to it quickly and it soon feels normal. The temperature of shower water varies a good deal, depending on your local conditions, and could be much colder or warmer. My January water temperature is around 55 F. (13 C.)

We saw above that a one-hour exposure to air of about the same temperature as the water in my shower caused an approximate 30% increase in metabolic rate. Since water is more efficient than air in this respect, we might guess that 5 minutes in a cold shower would have the same effect. While this is guesswork, judging by my subjective experience, it’s in the ballpark.

Other than coffee, there’s nothing like a cold shower to get you going in the morning. They take you from that soft cocoon of warmth and sleepiness to ready to take on the day. But will they help you burn fat?

If my metabolic rate increases 30%, and that lasts an hour (which may be generous), then I burn an extra 21 calories through cold showering. So no, that’s not going to help me burn fat.

If I were to take a shower at a colder temperature, 57 F. (14 C.), and stay in for an hour, and the increase in metabolic rate lasted two hours (again, probably generous), then I might burn an extra 560 calories. Now we’re getting somewhere – but unless you do this daily, it’s not likely to make a
lot of difference in calories burned.

**Cold vs exercise**

People seem to be interested in the topic of cold thermogenesis as a way to increase calories burned without actually doing anything. In other words, increase your metabolic rate and you’ll burn more fat just sitting there. But there are a couple of problems with this notion.

One is that exercise burns a lot more calories than any reasonably credible increase in metabolism through cold exposure.

The amount of energy expenditure through exercise is often measured in terms of metabolic equivalents, or METs. A MET is the increase in energy expenditure as a ratio of basal metabolic rate. Sitting quietly has a MET of 1.0. Brisk walking and tennis both have a MET of 5, jogging and cycling a MET of 10. Other high-intensity exercises have a yet greater effect, sprinting or jumping rope, for instance.

Even moderate exercise increases the metabolic rate quite a bit more than exposure to very cold water. If you wanted to burn more fat, you’d be better off going and playing tennis for an hour than you would taking a cold shower for the same length of time.

Furthermore, a game of tennis is bound to be more enjoyable.

The final objection to the notion of increasing metabolic rate to burn fat is the same as with exercise: it’s very easy to make up for what you have burned by eating more. Aerobic exercise has a poor record at fat loss, so poor in fact that most actual experts say it does next to nothing. (I discussed this extensively and cited relevant studies in my new book, *Muscle Up*.)

Increased metabolism has no advantage over exercise in this regard; it is not magic. If you don’t control your food intake, then nothing you do in the way of either exercise or increased metabolism will matter much for weight loss.

Like exercise, increasing the metabolic rate will have similar beneficial effects on health. But unfortunately, fat loss isn’t one of them.

**Increasing brown adipose tissue (BAT)**

As I discussed in my book, there is an exception to the rule that exercise doesn’t cause fat loss, and that is resistance training (strength training, weightlifting). The reason that this form of exercise works is because it builds muscle and reduces insulin resistance; muscle has a higher metabolic rate than fat tissue, and better insulin sensitivity allows for fat to be burned off more readily.

By increasing the amount of actively metabolic tissue (muscle), weightlifting causes more calories to be burned even at rest. Weightlifting has been shown to be much more effective for fat loss than aerobic exercise – albeit watching one’s food intake is still important.
Brown adipose tissue, as we saw above, burns more calories than white adipose tissue; BAT appears to be the main component of increased metabolic rate, short of shivering, which is a function of the muscles. Therefore if we increase the amount of BAT, this will, just like the addition of muscle, burn more calories around the clock. But can this be done?

There are some indications that it is possible to increase BAT. A group of people, aged 20 to 73, underwent cold exposure and were tested for the presence of BAT. Among people in their 20s, more than half of them tested positive for BAT, but among people older than 60, that figure dropped to 10%. Furthermore, those who tested positive for BAT had a lower BMI, and less body and abdominal fat.

So there’s some indication not only that more BAT means less body fat, but that the incidence (and presumably, the amount) of BAT declines with age. If BAT declines with age, that means that certain measures may be able to combat the loss of BAT, just as certain measures can combat other aspects of aging.

Inactive or inefficient BAT is also seen in obesity. So an increase in quality – likely meaning better mitochondrial function – may also mean less body fat.

Since cold exposure causes more BAT activity, it stands to reason that repeated cold exposure may increase the amount of BAT. Whether it actually does so is not known.

As for increasing BAT quality, anything that improves mitochondrial function should help. That includes exercise, and supplements like resveratrol and curcumin. A diet low in carbohydrates should help too.

Certain food ingredients and other supplements also activate BAT, including capsaicin, cinnamon, black pepper, and green tea catechins.

**Conclusion**

Certain figures in the world of biohacking have generated a lot of hype about cold thermogenesis, probably because it’s new and different and people are desperately seeking solutions for fat loss. As we’ve seen, cold thermogenesis isn’t a panacea by any means. It’s generated at the cost of quite a bit of discomfort, and whether it will truly result in fat loss, and how BAT may be related to the obesity epidemic, are all but unknown.

My take on this is that cold exposure, such as a cold shower, has decided benefits, just as exercise does. But if not combined with a decent diet then one should not expect fat-loss miracles.

(Article updated 11/26/2017.)

**PS: For more on exercise and fat loss, pick up a copy of my book, Muscle Up.**
Cold Exposure Increases Insulin Sensitivity

Type 2 diabetes, which is reaching epidemic proportions, is characterized by increased insulin resistance. The hormone insulin doesn’t work as well as normally, and so the beta cells in the pancreas must make increasing amounts of it.

Dietary carbohydrate restriction, exercise — especially strength training — and intermittent fasting all promote good insulin sensitivity (low insulin resistance).
Cold temperatures increase insulin sensitivity

It looks like we can add cold exposure to the list of interventions that increase insulin sensitivity.[1. Speakman, John R., and Sahar Heidari-Bakavoli. “Type 2 diabetes, but not obesity, prevalence is positively associated with ambient temperature.” *Scientific Reports* 6 (2016).]

Type 2 diabetes is positively associated with ambient temperature. The warmer the weather, the more diabetes. Up to about 30% of the variation in diabetes can be explained by temperature.

Curiously, no effect of temperature was seen on obesity, although other studies have found that there is one.

The authors believe that activation of brown adipose tissue (BAT) may contribute to this effect. BAT is a type of fat tissue that increases its metabolism for the sole purpose of generating body heat.

**Cold thermogenesis has many health benefits,** although helping you to lose weight probably isn’t one of them, for the same reason that aerobic exercise is not very effective for weight loss.


Eight people with type 2 diabetes were exposed to cold temperatures, 14 to 15 C (57 to 59 F) for 6 hours a day for 10 days. Insulin sensitivity increased 43%.

BAT activation was minor. But there was a large increase in the GLUT4 receptor, the proteins in skeletal muscle that take up glucose from the bloodstream. These same GLUT4 receptors are activated by exercise — again, especially by strength training.

Cold showers and other cold exposure should be quite effective in increasing GLUT4 receptors and improving insulin sensitivity. Since water conducts heat far more than air, you wouldn’t need to spend 6 hours in the shower to achieve this effect. **The heat conductivity of water is about 24 times as great as for air**. (0.58 vs 0.024).

If the relation were linear, then 15 minutes in a cold shower of ~58 F would give the same effect. But I’m guessing that actual time would be much shorter since the body reaches a lower temperature faster.

I take a cold shower every morning. I’ve measured the water temperature as about 56 F in the winter, at about 66 in summer.
Iron metabolism is also associated with insulin resistance

A recent study found that the more iron in a person’s body, the greater the insulin resistance they had.[2. Wlazlo, Nick, et al. “Iron Metabolism Is Associated With Adipocyte Insulin Resistance and Plasma Adiponectin The Cohort on Diabetes and Atherosclerosis Maastricht (CODAM) study.” Diabetes care 36.2 (2013): 309-315.]

These findings suggest that body iron stores and/or iron metabolism–related factors may contribute to the induction of IR early in the pathogenesis of T2DM. Of note, body iron stores can easily be influenced by low-cost interventions such as phlebotomies or dietary interventions. Therefore, iron metabolism, and particularly effects of iron on adipose tissue, represents an interesting feature of the metabolic syndrome that deserves further investigation.

In rats that are bred to have type 2 diabetes, restricting iron in the diet, or lowering their iron via phlebotomy, improves all indicators of diabetes, including insulin, triglycerides, glucose, cholesterol, and free fatty acids.[3. Minamiyama, Yukiko, et al. “Iron restriction improves type 2 diabetes mellitus in Otsuka Long-Evans Tokushima fatty rats.” American Journal of Physiology-Endocrinology and Metabolism 298.6 (2010): E1140-E1149.]

Conclusion

Both cold exposure and lowering iron levels can increase insulin sensitivity. Since insulin sensitivity is a key marker of health and decreases in aging, keeping it high (low insulin resistance) can markedly improve health.

To use cold exposure, take 5 to 15 minute cold showers; alternatively, being outside in colder weather with light clothing would work too.

To lower iron, see my book, Dumping Iron.

PS: Check out my Supplements Buying Guide for Men.

Could Cold Showers Cut Muscle Growth?
Cold water immersion has its drawbacks

Reader Rob pointed me to a study on how cold water immersion after a workout affects muscle growth: Post-exercise cold water immersion attenuates acute anabolic signalling and long-term adaptations in muscle to strength training.(1) This study has to do with full immersion, but could cold showers cut muscle growth?

First, here’s the layman’s summary of the article:

- Cold water immersion is a popular strategy to recover from exercise. However, whether regular cold water immersion influences muscle adaptations to strength training is not well understood.
- We compared the effects of cold water immersion and active recovery on changes in muscle mass and strength after 12 weeks of strength training. We also examined the effects of these two treatments on hypertrophy signalling pathways and satellite cell activity in skeletal muscle after acute strength exercise.
- Cold water immersion attenuated long term gains in muscle mass and strength. It also blunted the activation of key proteins and satellite cells in skeletal muscle up to 2 days after strength exercise.
- Individuals who use strength training to improve athletic performance, recover from injury or maintain their health should therefore reconsider whether to use cold water immersion as an adjuvant to their training.

Awhile back I wrote about cold thermogenesis, and what parts of it were hype and what were reality. In short, exposure to cold water does have health benefits, but weight loss is probably not one of them.

Are cold showers the same as cold water immersion?

I also mentioned my habit of taking cold showers, and that the water temperature at the time (November 1) was about 66 degrees F.

These day – end of December – the temperature of my showers is more like 56 degrees F.
When I first read the above study, I dismissed it as being of any relevance to my own practices. The study concerns *immersion* in cold water for 10 minutes. I don’t do immersion and my exposure is much less than 10 minutes, maybe 2 minutes this time of year.

The study doesn’t say how cold the water was. (At least not in the abstract, and they want money for me to read the whole paper.)

But the gains of those who immersed in cold water were cut dramatically. In the group that did not immerse themselves in cold water, “Isokinetic work (19%), type II muscle fibre cross-sectional area (17%) and the number of myonuclei per fibre (26%) increased in the ACT group (all P < 0.05)”.

**The cold water group saw no gains in these measures.**

In part of the study, they looked at the consequences of a single exercise bout followed by cold water immersion or not, and activation of satellite cells and muscle synthetic proteins was greater in the group that did not immerse. The study authors conclude:

> These data suggest that CWI [cold water immersion] attenuates the acute changes in satellite cell numbers and activity of kinases that regulate muscle hypertrophy, which may translate to smaller long-term training gains in muscle strength and hypertrophy. The use of CWI as a regular post-exercise recovery strategy should be reconsidered.

**I’ve stopped cold showers post-workout**

I’m now ready to reconsider taking a cold shower after a session of weightlifting, and in fact I’ve stopped doing so.

This time of year the water is likely cold enough to cut my gains, and besides, why take the chance?

The cuts in gains in the study were far larger than I would have expected.

How does all this work? Athletes who do cold water immersion say that their exercise recovery is better. The better recovery probably comes about because the cold dampens inflammation.

The problem is, inflammation is necessary for muscle hypertrophy. Applying weights to muscles causes signals to be sent telling the muscles to grow, and inflammation is a part of these signals.

Cold showers have benefits, among them activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary axis, better immune function, and an antidepressant effect. But
done post-workout, they may very well decrease muscle growth. I continue to take them daily, but not after a gym session.

PS: Check out my latest book, **Best Supplements for Men**.

PPS: **Check out my Supplements Buying Guide for Men.**